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National Group,
founded in 1964, is a cluster of emerging 

companies doing diverse activities under the chairmanship 

of Sheikh Naif Bin Ali Al-Thani. 
With the wise leadership and guidance of Sheikh Naif Bin Ali 

Al Thani, National Group, flourished from the sprout,

is now spreading its branches to various sectors of the industry.

As indicated, members of the Group are doing varied activities;

we are focusing on attending almost all sectors of the industry 
with a National Touch.

Presently, we are an inevitable presence in Contracting,    
Trading, Manufacturing, Real Estate and Hospitality. 

In addition, we are in search of expanding our services
and scope hence more companies with unique

products and services will be added
to this link in a short while.





National Group 
Members
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National Aluminium  |  Vision & Mission

Vision

Mission

“Our ultimate aim is to raise façade architecture, 
façade technology and the façade industry to a 
level of global and continuous excellence.”

To manufacture and fit ethically sourced high-
quality architectural envelopes for the GCC market 
that is delivered on time every time. With our 
market leading innovation backed by continuous 
investment in both our people and technology we 
guarantee a service that exceeds the expectations 
of our customers.
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Sheikh Naif Bin Ali Al Thani
Chairman - National Group

National Aluminium  |  Message from our Chairman
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Greetings from NATA,

It is with pride and honour that I present to you our new updated brochure of NATA-
ALUMINIUM AND GLAZING-QATAR. We have chosen to demonstrate some of the 
key achievements of NATA and it services towards the achieving customer satisfaction.

NATA was founded with a clear Vision to support QATAR’s growing construction 
industry by providing craftsmanship, combined with modern technology and to 
deliver the best to fulfill the satisfaction of our clients & customer.

NATA’s strategy is to bring contemporary and innovative technology from and around 
the world in the aluminium & glass industry and become a part of the infrastructure 
development efforts in the state of Qatar.

NATA’s clear mission is to facilitate a profitable relationship between technology, 
innovators and ultimate end users.

NATA’s services are a blend of quality and innovation and we are committed to 
achieve customer satisfaction by rendering the highest quality and service to the 
client. Client satisfaction is our top priority and we leave no stone unturned to achieve 
it. With a highly qualified team of professionals who serve the needs of each client, 
thus ensuring optimum, guaranteed execution of our service

We thank you for your support and from all of us at NATA, we wish our association 
continues for many years ahead.

Thanking you,
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National Aluminium  | Corporate Profile

NATA was established in 2014 with a clear vision to support Qatar’s growing 
architectural industry. In a short span of time NATA has demonstrated its skill and 
architectural excellence by working on some of the key projects in the state of 
Qatar and earned recognition from leading consultants and contractors.

NATA has a presence in all GCC countries with support staff to provide services to 
the entire GCC construction industry.

NATA is fully backed by an experienced human resource consisting of engineers 
and general work force, which can handle challenging projects given to them with 
their skill and knowledge of architectural products.

Integrity:

Safety: 

Collaboration:

Competition:

Creativity:

Reliability:

Respect:

Ethics and integrity are the foundation of our brand and the 
guiding principles for all we do.

Priority number one. We are focused on our own personal safety 
as well as the safety of others.

We work together with customers and understand that everyone 
has a role in providing the best solution.

We compete to win. We know that competition makes everyone 
stronger.

We are resourceful. We are innovative and strive to apply the 
right technology and solution every time.

We deliver what we promise. We believe the quality of our 
service  defines who we are.

We are honest with ourselves and each other. We value our 
diverse  skills and talents, and know we are stronger together as 
one family.

NATA Core Values
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National Aluminium  |  Our Services

At this stage, our experienced engineers work closely with the architects to fulfill 
the aesthetic requirements of the owner and seek for the conceptual design criteria 
of feasible alternatives and present the findings and recommendations, including 
estimated costs of various aspects. 3D multimedia presentation is also used for 
visualisation.

This stage consists of a computer structural analysis to provide all the calculations 
that satisfy code requirements. Prepare shop drawings and specifications. Prepare 
operations and maintenance manual where required. 

This is the stage where shop drawings are ready and sent to the workshop or site 
for fabrication. Manufacture all structural members, and accessories for a complete 
installation. Code each member, component and part for easy identification. 

Introduced at an early stage the Project Manager or Site Engineer will act as the main 
point of contact throughout the project duration, responding to constantly changing 
programmes and providing the client with regular progress reports.

Design

Engineering

Manufacturing

Project Management 
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National Aluminium  | Curtain Walls

Curtainwall is an aluminium framed wall containing infills of glass. The framing 
is attached to the building structure and does not carry the floor or roof loads of 
the buildings. The wind and gravity loads of the curtain wall are transferred to the 
building structure, typically at the floor line.

Structural Glazing is a system of bonding glass to an aluminium frame of 
curtainwall utilising a high strength, high performance silicone sealant and these 
silicone sealants are specifically designed and tested on structural glazing. In 
this dynamic wind loads are transferred from the glass, by the structural silicone 
sealant, to the perimeter structural support.

It increases the thermal efficiency of buildings because the exterior exposure of 
metal framing is either reduced or eliminated. It reduces or eliminates water and 
air infiltration and it reduces the potential for thermal breakage of glass.
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National Aluminium  |  Curtain Walls
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1. Unitised curtain wall
2. Stick system.

1. 4-way structural glazing
2. 2-way structural glazing
3. Conventional structural glazing.

We are proud to be partnered with some of the  world class system providers in 
curtainwall,  such as  INSTALLUX-FRANCE,ALUMILL-GREECE,REYNEARS -FRANCE

Type of curtain wall system

Type of Structural Glazing

Curtainwall Transom Details

Structural Glazing Mullion Details
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National Aluminium  | Aluminium Composite Panels

Aluminum Composite Panel Cladding (ACP) is a widely-used term, describing 
flat panels that consist of a thermoplastic core bonded between two aluminum 
sheets. ACPs are frequently used for the external cladding of buildings (building 
facades). The main advantage of ACP is that, it is very rigid and strong, despite of 
its light weight. Due to the ability of painting the aluminum in any colour, ACPs are 
produced in a wide range of metallic and non-metallic colours, as well as patterns 
that imitate other materials, such as wood or marble. Applications of ACPs are 
not limited to a building’s external cladding; they can be used in any cladding 
application such as partitions, false ceilings etc. Aluminium composite panels are 
available in various thickness and various brands. ACP sheets have excellent finish 
and are PVDF coated up to 35 microns. It can be bent, cut, drilled, punched and 
easily shaped into complex shapes. Easy installation and fabrication saves cost 
and time during  periods of construction.

• Ultra modern look and excellent flatness.
• Light weight.
• Sound insulation and pollution resistant.
• Acid, alkali and salt spray resistant.
• Smooth paint finish and stability of flatness.
• Excellent UV characteristics.
• Resistant to blow and breakage.
• Minimises vibration noise.
• Heat insulation
• Ease of installation and fabrication.
• Complex shapes possible.
• Easy maintenance.
• Superior flatness to other cladding products.
• Various colour choice.
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National Aluminium  |  Aluminium Composite Panels

NATA is backed up by one of the leading manufacturers of ACP in the MIDDLE 
EAST and is the only manufacturer in QATAR. Q-nap ACP manufacturing belongs 
to our own group of companies.
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1. ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE PANEL (FR- FIRE RATED )
2. ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE PANEL ( PE- NON FIRE RATED)
3. ALUMINIUM CORRUGATED PANEL ( ALUCOMB)

Type of curtain wall system
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National Aluminium  | Skylights

Skylights add natural lighting to interiors and its a great way to add an exciting 
element to a lackluster, lifeless room that need a little enhancement. 
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• Allows diffused light to enter.
• Adds to the aesthetic appeal of the viewer.
• Any of the shapes can be fabricated.
• We provide Skylights of glass and polycarbonate material.

Dome, Ridge, Vault, Pyramid with Polygon shapes can be fabricated as per 
requirement and can be cladded with polycarbonate sheets, fiber sheets, laminated 
glass etc.

We use high performance laminated glass, which does not shatter like ordinary 
glass. It absorbs impact, resists penetration and remains intact even if broken, 
holding glass fragments in place and lowering the risk of injury. Laminated glass 
is an excellent barrier to noise as shown by the sheer damping performance of the 
plastic interlayer makes laminated glass an effective sound control product.

Features

Skylights in various shapes

Skylight Glasses:
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National Aluminium  |   Glass Partitions

Glass partitions refer to walls or dividers within units or between private units 
and common areas, which are made of glass or other transparent or translucent 
materials (such as plexiglass). These can include foggy or etched glass, or walls 
made of glass blocks

Glass partition made of 12mm clear tempered glass with design or sandblasting .
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• Frameless Swings doors
• Frameless Glass exterior glass partition.
• Frameless sliding doors .
• Office cabins

Products
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National Aluminium  | Glass Doors & Windows

We undertake the fabrication and installation of commercial and residential glasses 
including custom shower doors and enclosures, custom mirrors, commercial store 
fronts, glass table tops and so much more. 
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• Double or single leaf window
• Arch window
• Horizontal sliding window
• Vertical sliding window
• Hinged window
• Fixed & movable window
• Tilt and turn windows

• Double glazed doors
• Fiber doors
• Louver doors
• Automatic sliding and revolving

doors
• Swing doors

Aluminium Windows Aluminium Doors 
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Aluminium Doors 
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National Aluminium  | Handrails

We are specialists in the supply and installation of stainless steel custom fabricated 
handrils and balustrades and cater for both large and small projects in both the 
domestic and commercial sectors

• Corrosion resistance
• Fire & heat resistance
• Hygienic
• Aesthetic appearance
• Strength-to-weight advantage
• Ease of fabrication
• Impact resistance
• Long term value
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National Aluminium  |   Spider Glazing

Spider glazing  is a modern solution for exterior bolted glass assemblies, which 
secures the glazing to a support structure by means of point-fixings. It is a complete 
system for bolted glass structures and the complete package includes the glass, 
fixings, fasteners and SPIDER brackets for connection to the framework or structure.
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• Large and fully smooth glazed area
• Doors and windows can be inserted in

a spider glass façade
• Excellent adaptation to local

requirements.

• Glass Fins Support Systems
• Metal Structure System

• Full daylight on all sides.
• Double and single glazing.
• Good thermal insulation with 16mm

airspace in double glazing.
• A solution to more and more structural

needs.

Advantages

Structure Types
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National Aluminium  | Louvers

Architectural louvers are used to enhance the appearance of a buildings’s exterior 
or enliven large interior walls. Architectural and decorative louvers are often 
designed in pleasing shapes, such as triangular, octagonal, round, oval, half-
round or half-oval, cathedral or eyebrow.

NATA’s fabrication capabilities are equipped to manufacture architectural and 
decorative louvers that perfectly fit and compliment the environment in which they 
will be used. Just about any size and shape of architectural or decorative louver is 
within our capacity to manufacture. Lo

uv
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National Aluminium  |    Customized Products

NATA has always been able to relate to the varying expectations of every customer 
and more so in providing for requirements that are unique and specially demanded.

Customised products and ideas for our clients have therefore set us apart in 
ensuring and providing more than just a simple and common version, but also 
one of a kind creations.

REVOLVING
AUTOMATIC
ENTRANCES

CANOPIES

BALCONIES

CURVED SLIDING
AUTOMATIC
ENTRANCES

HANDRAILS

HORIZONTAL SLIDING
AUTOMATIC
ENTRANCES

SOFFITS

WINDOWS
& DOORS

BRISE
SOLEIL

KITCHEN
CABINETS
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National Aluminium  | Project Gallery

UNIBOND ENDURA 60

UNIBOND ENDURA 90
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National Aluminium  |    Facilities

NATA’s fabrication capabilities are equipped to manufacture architectural 
aluminium products that perfectly fit and complement the environment in which 
they will be used.

NATA owns some of the most revered state of the art manufacturing facilities which 
provides us with more than just quality, but with new standards of performance 
and improvisation.

UNIBOND ENDURA 60

UNIBOND ENDURA 90
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UNIBOND ENDURA 60

UNIBOND ENDURA 90
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National Aluminium  | Surface Finish
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National Aluminium  |    Technical Associates
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P.O. Box 37809, Doha, Qatar
T : +974 4411 4430   |   F : +974 4411 4891

email : nata@ngct.com
www.ngct.com























A venture of National Group, Q seal   is the First   Factory in Qatar to produce Special 
modi�ed Bituminous Waterproo�ng Membranes. Our production plant have the capability 
to make a wide range of high Performance SBS (rubber) modi�ed, APP (plastomer) 
modi�ed, Self adhesive   and Protective membranes .Factory is located in   Green Zone, New 
Industrial Area, have an Annual Production Capacity 10 million m2, with fully equipped 
Quality Control Laboratory an Research & Development Team, to make Products as per   
International Test Standards and a variety of market requirements. 

NATIONAL GROUP
National Group, Qatar was founded in 1964, and time has steadily grown, to become one of 
the foremost Organization team in Qatar and Middle East.  Group operates across a wide 
range of activities including Manufacturing (Aluminium CompositePanelInsulatedConcrete 
form), real estate, construction...etc. Indeed, National Group, builds a connection of vital 
allies where each plays an imperative and positive role for Success.



VISION
QSEAL endeavor to produce high performance Bituminous membranes as diversity of 
customer requirement.

MISSION
Making the most of our experience in Bituminous membrane business,we support our 
customers to establish waterproo�ng systems. Based on ASTM & UEatc international 
standards.

PRODUCT RANGES
1.APP MODIFIED  (torch applied)

APP modi�ed membrane is torch applied, made by Non –Woven Polyester, both sides 
coated with a uniquely formulated polymer modi�ed bituminous compound. This coating 
withstands expansion-contraction cycles occurring on the applied membrane on the 
roof.APP membrane is used as waterproo�ng/damp proo�ng of roof deck, slabs, 
foundations, waste-water canal lining, sewage tank lining and re-roo�ng in existing 
system..Etc.

Features
• Superb  Tensile Strength and Elongation
• Superior compound cold flexibility
• Exceptional tear resistance.
• Excellent Impact strength and puncture resistance and heat stability
• Outstanding resistance to aging.
• Resistance towards salts and water-borne chemicals.
• High bonding ability and seam integrity.

 Uses
APP modi�ed membrane is used as waterproo�ng/damp proo�ng of roof 
deck, slabs, foundations, waste-water canal lining, sewage tank lining and 
re-roo�ng in existing system..Etc.

Standard Roll size   : 1x10 Meter Nominal membrane thickness: 3, 4, 5 mm

Surfaces
1. Top/Bottom: Polyethylene Foil
2. Top: Silica Sand or Slate, Bottom: PE foil



2.SBS Modi�ed  (torch applied)

SBS Modi�ed membrane is a special, SBS modi�ed torch-on bituminous membrane . The 
multilayered membrane consists of non –woven polyester, both sides coated with 
elastomeric rubber modi�ed bituminous compound. This coating will provide stability in 
various climatic conditions. 

Features
• Positive Fence to Water and Dampness.
• High Tensile Strength and Elongation
• Good Tear resistance.
• Good Impact strength and Puncture Resistance.
• High Compound Flexibility.
• Resistance to Aging.
• Resistance towards Salts and Water-borne chemicals.
• Excellent Adhesion and Bonding ability.

SBS Modi�ed membrane is suitable as single layer or multilayer roo�ng system, roof decks, 
terraces, bath rooms, slabs, foundations, waste-water canal lining, sewage tank lining, 
basement, swimming pool, substructure water proo�ng in deep foundations occurring 
high hydrostatic pressure...Etc.

Standard Roll Size    : 1x10 Meter
Nominal Membrane Thickness        : 3, 4, 5 mm

Surfaces
1. Top/Bottom  : Polyethylene Foil
2. Top : Slate flakes  Bottom    : PE Foil

3.Self Adhesive  (Rubber modi�ed)



Self Adhesive, SBS rubber modi�ed bituminous membrane, both sides of reinforcement 
carrier coated by Elastomeric rubber modi�ed bituminous compound.  

Features
• Cold applied Self Adhesive and easiness of application.
• Superb Adhesion to horizontal and vertical substrate.
• Excellent Compound Flexibility.
• Resistance to Aging.
• Excellent compound elongation
• Resistance towards Salts and Water-borne chemicals

Uses
Self Adhesive membrane is used for waterproo�ng and damp proo�ng of concrete 
substrate. This membrane is suitable for horizontal and vertical waterproo�ng areas, tanking 
below ground structures, subways and retaining walls.

Standard Roll size                : 1x15 Meter
Nominal membrane thickness      : 1.8, 2.0 mm

Surfaces
1. Top      – HDPE Foil
2. Bottom- Siliconized Release Paper/Foil

4.Protection Membrane

Protection Membrane is an APP modi�ed bituminous Prefabricated Protection membrane 
strengthened by Non–Woven Polyester mat. The multilayered structure with an 
exceptionally formulated Polymer modi�ed bituminous Compound will provide high 
Puncture &Impact Resistance for water proo�ng system.

Standard Re-inforcement is 180g/m2 Polyester mat.

Features
• Superb Puncture Resistance.
• High Dimensional Stability.
• High Impact strength.
• Good Temperature performance.
• Resistance towards Salts and Water-borne chemicals.
• Rot Proof
Uses
Protection Membrane is suitable for protection above waterproof   in foundation walls, 
tunnels, bridge decks, parking garage, roof deck, terraces...Etc.



Standard Roll size             : 1x10 Meter

Nominal Membrane Thickness: 3, 4, 5 mm

Surface

1. Top/Bottom: Polyethylene foil

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  Factory :    

  Post Box- 23612
  Fax +974 44913156
  Tel +974 44913150
  Green Zone ,New Industrial Area,
  Salwa, Doha, Qatar 

Email : sales@qseal.qa, info@qseal.qa 
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Al Watan Center, 
Located in the heart 
of Doha 

Al Watan Center 
is one of the 
region's premier 
shopping 
environment with 
over 100 shops.
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20 YEARS OF EXPERENCEE
WELCOME TO GREEN APPLE TRADING & CONTRACTING

Green Apple is a holding company which 
owns and operates a group of establishments 
in the state of Qatar. We are an emerging 
group of companies targeting to be an 
inevitable part of the industry with our 
presence in every relevant sector of the local 
economy.



OUR BEST SERVICES
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OUR BRANDS



About Baab Al Rayyan Hall

Launched in March of 2014, Baab Al Rayyan Hall is one of 
the pioneering companies established by Baab Al Rayyan 
Group headed by Shiekh Naif Al Thani.

Primarily known as one of the most in-demand halls for 
weddings in Qatar, Rayyan Hall opens its dooor to other 
functions and accepts corporate bookings such as 
conferences, seminars, exhibitions, road shows, product 
launching, etc.

Catering to all types of personal and business gatherings, 
with approximately 400 events we can hold each year, 
Rayyan Hall as managed by Baab Al Rayyan Group-Doha, 
has already gained regular local and foreign patrons.

Facilities
Rayyan Hall is known as for its grand interiors and one 
identical adjoining hall named Rayyan with the dimension of 
980 sqm. can accomodate up to 800 guests. We also have an 
exclusive and well-secured parking space which can hold up 
to 600 cars.



Our Banqueting Hall has an elegantly designed two 
Suite Room comprising of the following amenities:

Make-up Room salon with toilet

Living Area designed with TV

Big Living Room with Small kitchen in the middle of 
two Suite Room

Customers satisfaction is the core of our business’ 
existence. Our staff has gone through an extensive 
training to ensure that the universal standards in the 
Hospitality Industry are observed.

Aside from ensuring the staff’s competency, we are also 
confident with their good character. They are courteous, 
trustworthy and have shown dedication towards their 
profession.





ABOUT US
Welcome to UEvents
UEvents Qatar has emerged as a force to reckon with within 
the event industry, understanding the importance of 
addressing each and every element of a successful event, 
with venue management being one of the most essential 
elements.

We aim to define an effective plan of action to assist clients 
in developing and producing successful events. We are 
committed to providing excellent quality services and 
generating the most creative and innovative ideas.

WHO WE ARE
UEvents is a Qatar-based event management company,

With vast expertise managing and organizing corporate and 
product-based events, medical, scientific, and industrial 
conferences, seminars, weddings, wedding coordination, 
private parties, and theme parties, among other things..

Beautiful Events
UEvents has extensive experience in organising events and 
making an event “eventful”. Every event is a unique 
experience and our creative expertise can make your day 
memorable. We take the responsibility of making an event a 
grand success.



OUR SERVICES
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 A GLIMPSE INTO A TYPICAL 

NDG FULLY FUNDED,  

HOUSING MODEL… 

 A CULTURE OF  
INNOVATION AND 
SUSTAINABILITY  

SOCIAL & AFFORDABLE 



A GLIMPSE INTO A TYPICAL NDG FULLY FUNDED, 
SOCIAL AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING MODEL 

@ 2019  NDG  All rights reserved. 

Better Housing.. Better Living 

Introduction to NDG Development Managers: 

  National Development Group (NDG) has a history stretching back over several decades, through a network of legacy companies, providing construction and 

development services throughout the industry. 

Project Overview: 

Financing and Development of Social and Affordable Housing Units (up to 250,000 units per contract). 

  

   

NDG Delivers 

With Each 

Development 

Open Space Access & 
Movement

Smart 
Technology

Safety & 
Security

Creating 
Communities

Building 
Technology

INTERNATIONAL 

CONSULTANTS, 

MASTERPLANNERS, 

ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, 

AND E.P.C 

CONSTRUCTION 

PARTNERS 

PROPOSED PANEL OF LOCAL AND 

INTERNATIONAL BANKS / FINANCIAL 

INSTITUTUIONS, TO PROVIDE PROJECT 

FINANCE SUPPORT, AND IF SELECTED  

BY CLIENT ‘END USER FINANCE’ 

 CLIENT  GOVERNMENT 

Leverage all Stakeholders Input

International Consortium Development Partners and EPC Construction Partners

Internationally Recognized Project Managers - MACE (Or Similiar)

Credible Building Technology Solution Providers

Creating Economically Sustainable Communities for Future Generations

All Developments are Constructed using Environmentally Friendly Technologies

"Mortgage" Finance Agreement

Key Terms and Conditions Required from Government: Fully Financed Housing Offer from NDG: 

•Ownership of Development Land

•Total Exoneration of Stat Taxes and 
Import Duties to Include, but not
limited to, construction materials,
plant, equipment and vehicles

•Insurance Backed Govt. issued Off-
take Agreement

NDG GETS

•Fully Financed Construction

•Fast Track Construction Program

•Managed by Internationally
Recognized Project Managers

•Up to 250,000 Units per Contract

NDG 
PROVIDES •A Selection of Construction 

Technologies (Eg. Reinforced Steel
and Concrete etc. etc.)

•Homes & Communities to be Proud 
of

•A Family Asset for Life

NDG 
DELIVERS

•An End User Finance Option is 
Available to Client Govts in Place of a
Min of Finance Offtake Agreement.
NDG are Able to Broker a Loan 
Facility to Allow Payment for the 
Construction Works Against a
Sovereign Undertaking.

•The Monthly Mortgage Repayments 
can be Arranged to Service the Loan 
Facility with the added Support of
AAA rated Credit Ins. *See Notes.

MORTGAGE 
OPTION

In Summary: 

MINISTRY OF HOUSING, URBAN 

DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

* Sovereign Undertaking to be Supported by a ‘AAA’ Rated European Credit Insurance

Notes 

Main Stakeholders: 

Free Fully Serviced Development Land with Adjacent Site for Camp & Officers

100 % Exoneration from All Related Import Duties, Direct & Indirect Statutory Taxes

Opt 1: Min. of Finance Off Take Agreement Supported by MIGA Insurance (Or Similiar)

Opt 2: "Mortgage" Finance Agreement

Exchange Control Agreement to Remit all Gross Sales Income

Full Govt & Municipal Support Throughout Construction Program

Provision of Suitable Road Network and Free Connection into Adjacent Mains Utility Services

DEVELOPMENT MANAGERS 
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